INTRODUCTION
Detection of hard-alpha inclusions in titanium has been a challenging problem for over two decades. Hard-alpha inclusions are brittle regions of microstructure usually resulting from oxygen or nitrogen contamination. During the high-stressed manufacturing process, these regions initiate cracks which are likely to grow during the service of the component, possibly leading to its failure. It becomes imperative, therefore, to detect these regions early in the manufacturing process. The detection, however, is compounded by the small contrast (consequently weak ultrasonic signal strength) of these inclusions, and the presence of highlevel, correlated grain noise with spectral characteristics similar to hard-alpha inclusions. Earlier studies [1] based on model-generated simulation data have suggested that signal matching techniques are promising candidates for the detection of hard-alpha inclusions. One of the primary advantages in the use of these techniques lies in their ability to use flaw signals obtained by ultrasonic modeling as promising filter kernels.
In this paper, the matched filter algorithm is used to detect hard alpha inclusions in titanium. Experimental data used in this study include signals from #1 flat bottom hole (FBH) data as well as simulated hard-alpha inclus~ons with varying contents of nitrogen, obtained by ultrasonic scanning of fabricated samples. Both qualitative and quantitative results in terms of signal-to-noise (SNR) enhancements are obtained on C-scan data which are presented, to show the effectiveness of the matched filter technique for the aforementioned problem. Additionally, the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) based on the Neyman-Pearson criterion are also obtained to assess the matched filter performance in detecting hard-alpha inclusions in titanium.
MATCHED FILTER TECHNIQUE
Historically, the matched filter has been a very popular method used in the detection of signals of known form in stationary noise. Theoretically, if the noise has a constant power spectral density over the frequency range occupied by the signal, then the improvement in signal-to-noise ratio caused by the matched filter is the best possible that can be achieved with any linear filter; and in the restricted case of Gaussian noise, it is the best attainable with any filter, linear or nonlinear. The matched filter technique has been used in a variety of application areas including radar [2] , sonar [3] , seismology [4] , as well as in the field of NDE [1], [5] . In addition to being the optimal filter for detecting signals in colored noise, flaw size estimation can be simultaneously carried out in an M-ary system of multiple matched filter banks.
To avoid solving complicated integral equations in its full implementation, a simpler frequency domain approximation is employed, taking advantage of assumed past and future behavior of the signal. This approximation is computationally efficient via the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm. The frequency response of the approximated filter is of the form:
where F*(ro) is the complex conjugate of the flaw's frequency response and S.(ro) is the power spectral density of the noise. Dividing F*(ro) by S.(ro) has the effect of pre-whitening the noise spectrum, since the generic matched filter was derived for white noise. In this implementation, a simple spectrum magnitude approach was followed wherein a portion of every flaw A-scan signal was used to estimate the power spectral density of the noise. Discusssion on the selection of appropriate filter kernels is described in [6] .
Two different versions of the matched filter were used, (a) the white noise version, and (b) the colored noise version. In the white noise version, S.(ro) = 1.
IMPLEMENTATION
Two different sets of data were used for the implementation, both scanned by General Electric Aircraft Engines at their facilities. One set consisted of data obtained from a Ti -17 block with a #1 FBH. This data was obtained by scanning the sample block with a 7.5MHz focused transducer with a focal length of 6" in water. The transducer was focused on the FBH which was 0.5" from the top surface. The white noise version of the matched filter was applied to this data set. Fig l(A) and l(B) show 3-D C-scans of the data before and after the application of the matched filter. These plots were obtained by plotting the peak values of each A-scan before and after processing. Clearly, the FBH is detected with suppression of noise after the filtering process.
This promising result on real titanium data led to the use of this technique on hard-alpha inclusion data. The second data set was obtained from a Ti-64 block with four artificially created hard-alpha inclusions with varying nitrogen contents (2%, 3.5%, 5%, and 7%).This data was obtained by scanning the sample with a 5MHz focused transducer with a focal length of 6" in water. The transducer was focused on the front surface of the sample. In this case, both the colored noise and white noise versions of the matched filter were applied . Fig  2(A) shows the 3D C-scan of the raw data and Fig 2(B) and 2(C) show the data after application of the two matched filters. It is noticed that the 2% nitrogen content flaw is barely seen in Fig 2(A) . As mentioned earlier, a portion of each A-scan (which does not contain the flaw signal) was used to estimate the power spectral density of the noise for the colored noise version of the matched filter. With the white noise version, although the flaw regions have been enhanced significantly, so has the noise. We are, therefore, unable to ( A) (8 ) achieve unambiguous detection by thresholding the C-scan data. With the colored-noise version, however, the flaw regions have been enhanced with significant suppression of the noise yielding unambiguous detection of the flaws. Quantitative evaluations on these two sets of data are provided for a better understanding of the effectiveness of the matched filter technique for this problem.
QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF RESULTS
Two different approaches have been followed in the evaluation of the results obtained. In the first case, four different measures of noise magnitudes were obtained from the C-scan data to evaluate enhancements. In the second, the more traditional Neyman-Pearson approach using A-scan data was used to evaluate the receiver operating characteristics. Each approach is discussed individually.
(1) C-scan enhancements: If we represent N(x) as the magnitude of the noise at position "x" on each C-scan, the four noise magnitudes are:
(1) Peak noise (2) Average noise
For both the FBH data and simulated hard-alpha inclusion data, the ratio of the peak flaw magnitude to each of the noise measures is obtained to evaluate the enhancements. Table I shows the results for the FBH data and the white noise filter. We see that for the peak noise case, there is a significant drop in the peak value of the noise after processing with the matched filter, resulting in a 3.42 dB enhancement. The magnitudes of the noise obtained from the other noise measurements do not show significant enhancements. This results from the fact that the average and RMS magnitudes of the noise after processing do not seem to significantly change from the unprocessed state. The C-scan of Fig I(B) indicates that the processed C-scan seems to smooth the regions surrounding the flaw, including a suppression of isolated noise peaks, as compared to the raw data (Fig leA) ) enabling a clearer detection of theFBH. Table 2 shows the quantitative results from the simulated hard-alpha inclusion data for the four different noise measurements. For the white noise version of the matched filter, for all four noise measurements, the signal-to-noise ratio enhancements (in dB) for the 7% nitrogen content flaw is negative, indicating that the noise magnitude is enhanced along with the flaw signal. The enhancements for the other three flaw regions is marginal at best for each of the noise measurements. If this result were to be extrapolated to cases with smaller flaw sizes or lower nitrogen content flaws, the white noise version of the matched filter will not be able to provide a greater margin for unambiguous detection of flaws. With the use of the colored noise version of the matched filter, a significant improvement is found with enhancements ranging from a conservative 3.92dB for the 2% nitrogen content flaw for the peak noise measurement to 14.35dB for the average noise measurement with the same flaw. This result shows that the colored noise version of the matched filter is clearly the better choice, although it is computationally more demanding as the filter kernel is divided by the power spectral density of the noise for each A-scan. There is one interesting observation to make. In the case of the FBH data, it is seen that the enhancement for the peak noise measurement is the maximum. On the other hand, for the hard-alpha inclusion data, the enhancement for the peak noise measurement for each of the flaws is the minimum. This possibly can be attributed to a fundamental difference in the nature of the two data sets prior to processing.
(2) Receiver Operating Characteristics and the Neyman-Pearson Criterion: The receiver operating characteristics of the matched filter was evaluated by using statistical hypothesis testing and a set of simulated data .. A very well-known likelihood test is the NeymanPearson criterion [7] and was considered appropriate for this application as it requires no a priori probabilities or cost estimates which are generally difficult to determine in practice. This criterion is derived from the general Bayes criterion as a special case. The main philosophy behind it is maximization of the probability of detection (POD) for a given probability of false alarm (POF). The POD and POF are theoretically obtained from (1) and (2) below:
where P is the ratio of the peak output power signal to RMS noise and erfc(x) is the complementary error function defined by (for a Gaussian noise distribution):
The theoretical POD's were computed, for given POP's and P's, from (2) by first solving for the dimensionless variable x in (1) iteratively. The POD's and POP's for the simulation data were obtained by running the matched filter and thresholding on noise (obtained from the hard-alpha inclusion block data) superimposed with scaled flaw signals to achieve different P's. Fig 3 shows the theoretical and simulated ROC curves for the white noise and colored noise versions of the matched filter for three different values of P. As seen from Fig 3(A) , the curves for the simulation data follow the trend of their corresponding theoretical counterparts quite well, becoming better as P increases. The same could be said for the colored noise version of the matched filter as seen in Fig 3(B) except for the fact that the separation between the theoretical and simulation curves is more marked. This may be attributed to the fact that, the method by which the power spectral density of the noise was estimated affects the outcome of the simulations. The primary reason for the deviation from the theoretical curves for both versions of the matched filter may be attributed to the fact that the theoretical curves are obtained for pure Gaussian noise. The noise obtained from the titanium data is probably not pure Gaussian, possibly resulting in the variation seen.
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
The primary aim of this work was to demonstrate the feasibility of using the matched filter technique on real titanium data. In order to achieve good signal enhancements, fairly accurate filter kernels are required. Hard-alpha inclusions found in factory fabricated titanium alloys often vary in shape. Therefore, to achieve significant signal enhancement to ---.I
..... provide unambiguous signal detection, a large number of filter kernels would be needed. If, however, the wavelength of ultrasonic pulses are properly set for the desired range of flaw size, they could be assumed to conform to a general uniformity in shape, thereby resulting in a considerable reduction in the number of filter kernels required. This hypothesis is being studied [8] , and will continue in the future for irregular flaw shapes. It will be more beneficial to obtain a bank of models so that an M-ary detection system can be implemented to provide the best possible enhancement. This work has demonstrated that the colored noise version of the matched filter performs better than the white noise version in terms of flaw signal enhancements. It has also been shown that the simple, computationally less intensive method to obtain the power spectral density of the noise seems to provide fairly good signal enhancements. With more sophisticated methods of achieving this task(such as the Welch's multi-windowing periodogram method), it is possible that greater signal enhancements may be obtained, yielding better detectability. It may, therefore, be concluded that the matched filter technique is a good candidate for use in the detection of hard-alpha inclusions in titanium.
